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Blood alcohol measurement plays an important role in laboratory medicine and
forensic medicine. It is a critical tool in alcohol treatment and helpful in preventing relapse.
Conventional methods for blood alcohol measurement are inaccurate, time-consuming, and
complex to perform.
The work presented here develops technologies to accurately and continuously
measure drugs of abuse, with a focus on alcohol. Due to its portability, low cost, and
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potential for fabrication, the injectable biosensor is extremely effective in blood alcohol
and pH determination. This thesis presents a systematic design methodology which
addresses unique design challenges posed by the extreme densities, form factors, power
budgets and wireless powering and data communication. Notable innovations include: 1)
Multi-sensor microsystem which hosts alcohol and pH biosensors simultaneously; 2) Ultra
low power architecture with total power consumption of 931 nW; 3) First fully on-chip
wireless biosensor for tracking body alcohol; 4) Demonstration of simultaneous wireless
power and data transfer over a 900 MHz inductive link; 5) Electrochemical cell design for
integrated pH and alcohol biosensor. Simulation results are presented to back the
performance of each block within the architecture. This work was designed and taped out
in a 65 nm CMOS technology.

xiv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This research aims at advancing the engineering and applications of silicon
integrated technology interfacing with biology and electrochemistry in the form of
implantable biomedical devices. The engineering advances in the design of integrated
circuits and system components target high performance, miniature form factor, and power
autonomy in fully integrated interfaces under challenging energy and density constraints
and application specific conditions in implantable or wearable biological settings are also
addressed. Specific applications include self-powered biosensors for wearable health
monitoring and subcutaneous glucose sensors for continuous monitoring in diabetics. This
work aims to make headway towards solving the problem of substance use disorder.
Although this research project focused on alcohol, the technology developed can be used
for other substances of abuse such as opioids.

1.1 Fully On-Chip Implantable Biosensors
Recent advances in wireless power delivery systems have paved the way for fully
on-chip implantable biosensors [1, 2, 3, 4]. Implantable CMOS biosensors started gaining
traction after the work of Brian Otis’s group at University of Washington, where he and
his colleagues developed a smart contact lens to allow continuous tear glucose monitor [1].
They demonstrated wireless power delivery thus removing the need for a battery or other
power source. Sandro Carrara’s research group at EPFL demonstrated the ability to
integrate multiple biosensors on a single platform, as a part of the IronIC project [2],
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and they also developed a flexible, wearable transmitter circuit. These researches have
laid the foundation for extremely small, multi-sensor and fully on-chip implantable
biosensors.

Figure 1.1: Overview of published CMOS biosensors [1, 2, 3, 4].

1.2 Objective and Scope
The objective of this research was to develop a minimally invasive electrochemical
biosensor capable of continuously and accurately tracking the amount of alcohol absorbed
by the human body. The long-term vision is to enable continuous alcohol monitoring via a
subcutaneously injected sensor to minimize alcohol abuse relapse rates.
Figure 1.2 illustrates this vision. The Biosensor has two components, a wearable
PCB, and an injectable CMOS biosensor integrated circuit. The wearable component hosts
Electrocardiogram (ECG) and Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) measuring circuits. The
wearable PCB also hosts a transmission coil which is responsible for wirelessly powering
the invasive IC. It also hosts a microcontroller and a Bluetooth module to read, encode and
transmit the invasive IC data to a smart phone. The invasive IC on the other hand hosts the
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receiver coil, a data transmitter circuit, a read-out circuit and powering and biasing blocks
which enable it to sense the alcohol and pH within the human body and transmit the data
back to the wearable component. Designing the invasive CMOS biosensor was my major
area of focus and I will elaborate more on it in the upcoming chapters.

Figure 1.2: Wearable and Injectable components of the proposed alcohol and pH
biosensor
1.2.1 Motivation and Background
The number of people affected by substance use disorder(SUDs) in the USA is
close to 20 million, while the number of people who are at a risk of being affected are
greater than 120 million [4]. These numbers are comparable to the people affected and at
risk of chronic illnesses like diabetes and hypertension. Alarmingly, deaths caused by SUD
are almost twice as many as those caused by diabetes and the numbers in the recent past
have only been rising [4]. Sadly, only 11 % of the affected people are diagnosed or treated,
far less than 72% of individuals affected by diabetes [4]. Serious efforts are needed towards
solving this problem and this research aims at taking the first steps towards that.
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1.2.2 Existing Methods
Alcoholics anonymous programs (AA) and breath analyzers are currently the most
common ways of dealing with alcohol abuse. Studies have found that more than 80% of
AA patients go into relapse within the first year of joining. Moreover, this solution provides
limited supervision over a few hours during the week and reliant on self-reporting, which
has been repeatedly shown to be flawed with most users significantly underreporting
relapses. Breath analyzers, while at least quantitative assessments, are highly inaccurate
and can be easily circumvented [5]. To achieve even modest accuracy, a person is expected
to wait for up to 20 minutes after alcohol consumption without eating, drinking, or smoking.
Moreover, a third party must be always present for the measurements. Hence the current
technology is impractical for continuous alcohol monitoring.

1.3 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 covers the background on interstitial fluid (ISF) and why it is chosen for
the placement of the injected biosensor. It then explains the chemistry behind
alcohol/ethanol sensing, followed by electrochemical cell design strategies for our CMOS
process. Chapter 3 discusses the architecture innovation, design steps, and key application
specific challenges. A detailed description of each block is provided in the chapter subsections. Select simulation results are provided for each block to verify their performance.
Chapter 4 covers the design process for the wireless power receiver, design specifications,
and implementation in a CMOS process. HFSS simulations are shown to support the design
choices. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis by discussing the results, future work, and
summarizing the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Electrochemical cell
2.1 Ethanol sensing in ISF
Interstitial fluid (ISF) is the solution that bathes and surrounds the tissue cells in
multicellular animals. It is the main component of the extracellular fluid, which also
includes plasma and transcellular fluid. The interstitial fluid is found in the interstices (the
spaces between cells) as shown in Figure 2.1. Importantly, unlike the bloodstream which
is constantly under pressure and thus the cells are moving, ISF is pseudo-stationary. ISF is
also highly correlated with metabolites and biomarkers found in blood as they profuse
through the veins and into the surrounding tissue, albeit with a slight time delay.

Figure 2.1: Illustration of blood vessel and interstitial fluid within the human body.
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2.1.1 Significance of ethanol measurement in ISF
The main aim of this project is to determine the amount of ethanol absorbed by the
human body. One of the most common contemporary methods for ethanol sensing is
extraction of blood from the human body and conducting laboratory tests on the blood
sample [6]. Another new method is to use tattoo-based sweat sensors for measuring the
alcohol content within the human sweat [7]. Figure 2.2 shows these techniques.
Further analysis reveals that the minimally invasive blood alcohol measurement
methods are time-consuming and complex to perform. These methods often require pretreatment of the extracted blood sample. Moreover, the laboratory equipment needed for
the same is very expensive, and is not readily available. Electrochemical measurement of
blood ethanol is not very accurate as there are a lot of interfering species besides ethanol
(e.g., protein, DNA molecules) [8]. All these factors are unfavorable for a portable,
accurate and point-of-care alcohol biosensor. Sweat-based tattoo sensors, on the other hand
are very portable, but again are not very accurate because the amount of ethanol in human
sweat does not correlate with the amount of ethanol absorbed by the human body [9].
Studies have shown that it takes up to 2 hours before the sweat ethanol content catches up
with the ethanol absorbed by the body [7]. Hence this method is not a real-time indicator
of alcohol within the human body.
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Figure 2.2 (a) Blood is drawn from the human body, centrifuged, pre-processed and
tested for the amount of ethanol making it an impractival point-of-care solution.

Figure 2.2 (b) Tattoo-based alcohol sensor measures the amount of ethanol within the
sweat which does not always correlate to the alcohol absorbed by human body
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ISF is an ideal location for measuring the ethanol in human body. Studies have
shown that the amount of ethanol absorbed by the ISF is comparable with the absorption
rate in blood [10]. This makes continuous ethanol measurement possible. ISF also has
fewer oxidizing species in comparison to blood, minimizing interferers in the measurement
process. Also, the ISF does not flow, like blood does, making it an ideal location for placing
the injectable alcohol biosensor and allowing it to remain stationary which is required for
wireless powering and data telemetry. All the aforementioned reasons make ISF an ideal
location to host the injectable biosensor.

2.2 Ethanol sensing methodology
Ethanol reacts with dissolved oxygen in presence of a catalyst enzyme, alcohol
oxidase (AOx) to produce acetaldehyde. This reaction produces hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)
as a byproduct. The produced hydrogen peroxide oxidizes at one of the electrodes to
produce two electrons when a fixed potential is applied. Thus, the current produced at the
electrodes due to oxidation directly correlates with the amount of ethanol present in the
ISF. To improve the sensitivity and longevity of the electrodes, an iron oxide mediator was
added [11]. Figure 2.3 summarizes this process of ethanol sensing.
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Figure 2.3: Sensing chemistry where ethanol is converted to hydrogen peroxide which is
detected electrochemically.

2.3 Electrode Design
After

deciding

to

sense

alcohol

in

ISF

electrochemically

(using

chronoamperometry), the electrode geometry needed to be designed. A three-electrode
design was chosen with a working electrode (WE), a reference electrode (RE), and a
counter electrode (CE). A constant potential corresponding to the oxidizing potential of the
reacting species (H2O2) is applied between the WE and the RE, while the redox current is
measured at the WE.
To remove background currents caused by interfering species, a second electrode
(WE2) is added that is not functionalized with AOx. A third electrode (WE3) is used to
measure the pH of the media to do correction of the chronoamperometry measurements.
The reference and counter electrodes are all shared whereas each measurement has an
individual working electrode (WE1-3). WE1 is functionalized with AOx to sense ethanol,
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WE2 is functionalized with a hydrogen specific membrane, and WE3 is left bare to measure
interference.

Figure 2.3: Electrochemical cell designed using the top metal of the TSMC65 GP RF
process with passivation openings for solution contact and functionalization.
To make the entire platform monolithic, the electrodes needed to be realized using
a standard CMOS process flow. The top metal of the TSMC65 GP-RF process was used to
design the electrodes. Passivation openings were created on each electrode to establish
contact with the solution and to functionalize the electrodes after fabrication. The WE’s
were chosen to be more than 3× wider than the RE and the CE, as they need to be
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functionalized. Figure 2.3 shows the designed electrochemical cell in the TSMC 65 GPRF process. The electrodes will be aluminum but an electro-less nickel immersion gold
(ENIG) plating process will be used to coat them with gold prior to functionalization.

2.4 Electrochemical Cell Model
An R-C model of the electrochemical cell was designed to allow for circuit level
simulations of the potentiostat [12]. The most common model for a single WE
electrochemical cell is shown in Figure 2.4 where each electrode is represented by a submodel of a parallel combination of a resistance and a capacitance. The electrode
capacitance (CWE) of approximately 100 nF is formed by the double layer created at the
ionic solution electrode interface. The charge transfer resistance (Rct) models the redox
current at each of the electrodes, and is swept from 4 MΩ - 40 MΩ. A solution resistance
(Rs1,2) of 600 Ω models the solution conductivity.

Figure 2.4: Model of single WE electrochemical cell.
The single WE model was modified for our application by adding two more WEs.
The individual resistance and capacitance models were calculated based on the electrode
geometries and expected oxidation current variation that corresponds to the variation of
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ethanol within the ISF. The electrode model greatly affects the potentiostat circuit stability,
this is will be explained in detail in the upcoming chapter.
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Chapter 3
Architecture
A significant part of this research was to come up with an ultra-low power
architecture for the injectable CMOS alcohol biosensor which met the design specifications.
Figure 3.1 shows the system architecture for the chip. Because the biosensor is wirelessly
powered, a rectifier circuit is needed to convert the incident alternating current (AC) signal
into a constant direct current (DC) supply. The rectified output still contains ripple so a
Bandgap and Low Drop-Out (LDO) voltage regulator were added to generate a constant
DC supply voltage. The Bandgap reference circuit was used to generate process, voltage,
and temperature (PVT) independent bias voltages for the LDO and potentiostat. The
potentiostat, which senses the alcohol and pH, generates a digital output using a current to
frequency (I-F) converter as this is lower power than digitizing the signal on chip. The
potentiostat and the pH sensor generate a current corresponding to the alcohol
concentration and hydrogen ion concentration (pH). These currents are then fed to the I-F
converter that is then transmitted back to the wearable (transmitter) device using
backscatter. These circuits were designed using a TSMC65 GP-RF process. All simulations
were performed at 37 °C to be consistent with the human body temperature. A detailed
description of each block is provided in the following sub-sections.
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of ultra-low power CMOS biosensor.

3.1 Rectifier-Backscatter
3.1.1 Background and Principle of Operation
A conventional full wave CMOS rectifier architecture uses diode connected
MOSFETs to generate, after capacitive smoothing, a rectified output voltage. However, the
drawback of this architecture is that more than half the power is dissipated across the diodes.
Instead a synchronous self-driven rectifier architecture is used as shown in Figure 3.2 [13].
The basic operation is as follows: in the half cycle when node Vin+ is high relative to node
Vin-, M1 and M2 are "on" while M0 and M3 are "off". The applied gate to source voltage may
not be large enough to turn the devices strongly on or off, so the devices can be thought of
as voltage dependent resistances together with a load resistance, RL, placed across the
output terminals. Provided that the MOSFET "off" resistance is larger than RL, the current
will be steered into the load through opposite transistor paths each half-cycle. This results
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in a voltage divider configuration formed by the MOSFET "on" resistances and RL. Hence
this design is more efficient than the conventional diode connected architecture.

Figure 3.2: Schematic of a single stage of a self-synchronous rectifier.
3.1.2 Design Strategy
5-stages of the self-synchronous rectifier are connected in a charge pump
configuration to achieve an output voltage of 2.7 V from the input voltage amplitude of
just 0.5 V [14]. The coupling capacitance between the individual stages was chosen to be
1 pF. A capacitance of 1 pF at the rectifier output, filters the output waveform. It is
important to understand how design parameters like transistor widths and lengths (W and
L), affect the power loss across the multiple rectifier stages, to design the most efficient
rectifier. As W/L is increased, the "off" and "on" resistances decrease. Decreasing "on"
resistance reduces forward conduction loss, but decreasing "off" resistance increases
reverse conduction and "off" state conduction loss. Combining these two losses and
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plotting the ratio of loss in the rectifier to power delivered to the load versus widths of the
NMOS and PMOS devices, one can see a convex surface plot with a global optimum point.
This gave an optimum PMOS width of 0.5 µm and minimum length NMOS devices.
Minimum length devices were used to minimize the parasitic capacitances across the input
terminals so as not to affect the resonant capacitance value. Deep N-well isolation of the
rectifier transistors whose bulk terminals were tied to their source terminals ensured no
degradation of voltage generated per stage due to body effect. Moreover, low-Vt devices
were used to ensure that very small input voltages can turn the devices on.
The rectifier input impedance was calculated for the operating frequency of 900
MHz in order to accurately model the power transfer link from the transmitter side to the
receiver side [15]. The number of stages of the rectifiers within the rectifier block also
affect the rectifier input impedance. The 5-stage rectifier was tested along with the
inductive coupling model which will be further discussed in Chapter 4.

3.1.2 Backscatter Technique for Transmitting Back Sensor Data
The rectifier block also contains the backscatter circuit which is responsible for
transferring the measured data back to the transmitter side. Depending on its characteristics,
an antenna reflects part of an incoming electromagnetic wave back to the sender. The
efficiency with which an object reflects electromagnetic waves is described by its reflection
cross-section. Objects that are in resonance with the wave front that hits them, as is the
case for antenna or the inductive coil at the receiver, at the appropriate frequency, have a
particularly large reflection cross-section. This is referred to as electromagnetic backscatter
[16]. This backscatter technique was chosen for data transmission mainly because the
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efficiency of reflection is large for antennas that are in resonance with the incoming waves,
which is, by design, true in this case. The aim of the transmission circuit was to achieve a
simple, area efficient, and one-way data communication link between the receiver and the
transmitter. Hence this simple backscatter technique was chosen over other more
complicated schemes such as on-off keying or pulse modulation [17].

Figure 3.3: Schematic of rectifier with backscatter switches.
3.1.3 Backscatter Circuit Implementation
The backscatter circuit was implemented using a simple NMOS switch and a series
detuning capacitance of 10 pF. The designed rectifier-backscatter circuit is shown in Figure
3.3. The input to the switch is the digital output of the I-F converter, were the frequency is
proportional to the biosensor currents. When the I-F output goes high, the NMOS switch
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turns on and the detuning capacitance is in series with the resonant capacitance across the
inductive coil. This reduces the effective capacitance across the resonant capacitance,
which in turn results in sub-optimal power transfer to the receiver. The de-tuned
capacitance also changes the reflected impedance at the transmitter side and consequently
also changes the transmitter side voltage. This voltage change can be measured and the
digital waveform can be reproduced at the transmitter side. Thus, the backscatter circuit
allows transmission of the I-F converter data back to the transmitter with the addition of a
simple switch and a series detuning capacitance. The NMOS switch was designed to have
a high off-resistance and low on-resistance, so as not to disturb the working of the rectifier.
The rectifier-backscatter transient response is shown in Figure 3.4. As can be seen, the
backscatter circuit only reduces the rectifier output by ~80 mV. The transmitter side voltage
fluctuation is 60 mV which can be used to reproduce the I-F digital output.

Figure 3.4: Simulation results showing rectifier output with backscatter.
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3.2 Bandgap
The bandgap reference circuit was used to generate PVT independent reference
voltages and bias currents for the LDO and the potentiostat. As a sub 1 V reference
potential of 0.5 V was needed, a current mode bandgap architecture was used [18]. Figure
3.5 shows the schematic of the circuit. The resistance of 12.66 MΩ was chosen such that
the unit current in each of the branches was defined to be precisely 5 nA, which is the
reference current for the I-F converter. The large 118 MΩ resistances are the distinguishing
features of this architecture. They sink current and enable generation of a sub 1 V reference
voltage, Vref. The NMOS input amplifier within the bandgap reference circuit is self-biased
and borrows its tail device bias voltage from the gate voltage of the diode connected PMOS
load device. The used self-biased amplifier architecture is shown in Figure 3.6. As can be
seen from the Figure 3.5, bias voltage for the other amplifiers on the chip (described later)
are also generated in this block.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of bandgap reference circuit that generates a constant 0.5 V and
the bias voltages for the other amplifiers.

Figure 3.6: Schematic of the self-biased amplifier used inside the bandgap reference
circuit architecture.
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To ensure settling at the startup, mainly because of the use of self-biased amplifier
in this architecture, an NMOS device, (highlighted in red) is added between the PMOS
pass device gate and the positive input of the amplifier, as shown in Figure 3.5. During
startup, when the NMOS source voltage is low, the MOSFET turns “on” and forces current
through the 12.66 MΩ resistor. Thus, the startup device ensures that the amplifier’s
common-mode voltage rises high enough for the voltage control loop to take effect, and all
the transistors reach their respective operating points after startup. When the source voltage
of the startup device becomes sufficiently large, it turns “off” and does not affect the
bandgap functionality. Simulation results show that the bandgap reference circuit
consumes just 67 nW of power. A variation of just 1.4 mV across the temperature range of
35 °C to 39 °C, which is the temperature ranged in ISF, was observed in simulations.

3.3 Voltage Regulator
3.3.1 Background and Significance
The incident AC input introduces oscillations in the rectifier output voltage
waveform. Digital switching due to the backscatter circuit also introduces variations in the
rectifier output. Hence, rectifier output cannot be used directly to power the read-out
circuits and a stable, fluctuation-free DC supply voltage is needed. An ultra-low power
voltage regulator is preferred for this purpose due to smaller size, low noise at the output,
and ease of designing [19].
3.3.2 Architecture Choice
The conventional LDO voltage regulator, for stability, requires a relatively large
output capacitor, typically in the 1-10 µF range [20]. However, such large capacitors cannot
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be realized in CMOS technologies, thus each LDO regulator needs an external pin for a
chip capacitor. As we cannot use any external components in this application, a fully onchip LDO architecture was used [21]. A supply voltage of 0.9 V was chosen to reduce
power consumption of the read-out circuitry. A compensated ultra-low power, 0.9 V, 1 µA
LDO with an unregulated power supply of 1.2 V was designed. The entire architecture
consumed just 74 nW of power.

3.3.3 Design Strategy and Key Challenges
A 0.5 V reference generated from the bandgap was used for the regulator. The
output voltage of the LDO (nominally 0.9 V) is measured through resistor divider and fed
back to the other input of the amplifier which forms a negative feedback loop with the
PMOS pass transistor. Poly resistors of 9 MΩ and 11.3 MΩ were used to form the resistor
divider. A single-stage NMOS input amplifier was used in the feedback loop. Input
transistors were chosen to be NMOS, as the common mode voltage was fixed at 0.5 V.
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Figure 3.7: LDO generates a constant supply voltage of 0.9 V.
A PMOS-type pass transistor was used in the architecture shown in Figure 3.7
instead of an NMOS transistor [22]. There are three main reasons for this. First, when a
PMOS LDO encounters a dropout condition, the PMOS pass element becomes linear.
When a PMOS device is saturated, the pass element acts as a fixed, low-value resistor
referred to as on resistance rds. The rds of a PMOS device is determined by the physical
design of the MOSFET and the available gate overdrive voltage. The dropout voltage for
PMOS LDO is equal to the output current Idd times the rds of the MOSFET. Hence in low
current applications, like this one, PMOS LDOs have a lower drop out voltage than that of
NMOS LDOs. The second reason for using a PMOS pass device is that an NMOS pass
device will result in a lower output impedance which affects the power transferred to the
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load. The third reason being that the VGS drop across the NMOS device forces the output
voltage of the amplifier to be higher than the regulated output voltage. Hence a PMOS pass
device is preferred.
A large capacitance is needed at the output of the LDO because the backscatter
circuit reduces the power supply output, yet the LDO needs to keep supplying the required
current to the read-out circuit even when the rectifier output, which is the unregulated
supply voltage, momentarily goes low. A large on-chip NMOS capacitance of 210 pF was
implemented at the LDO output for this purpose using MOS-cap. The capacitance value
does vary with temperature and voltage supplied, however a precise capacitance is not
needed at the LDO output since this is simply a decoupling capacitor. The negative
feedback loop of the LDO, however, does require a precise compensation scheme for both
the transient settling and the AC stability [23]. A Miller capacitance of 30 pF was
introduced to separate the two closely spaced poles in the feedback loop [1]. The phase
margin was 89.7º with a closed loop gain of 58.6 dB from simulations.
3.3.4 Simulation Results
The LDO was stable across the unregulated supply variation from 0 to 3 V at a
temperature of 37 ºC as can be seen from the Figure 3.8. The LDO output remains constant
at 897 mV across the voltage range. The transient response is plotted in Figure 3.9. The
transient signal settles well before 50 ms and no ringing is observed indicating stable
operation at the start-up.
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Figure 3.8: LDO output voltage as a function of the input voltage.

Figure 3.9: LDO transient response.

3.4 Potentiostat
3.4.1 Principle of Operation
The potentiostat circuit performs two main functions: 1) it regulates the potential
difference between the WE and RE; 2) it measures the current flowing between the WE
and CE of the electrochemical cell. This electrochemistry measurement technique is called
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chronoamperometry (CA). A voltage of +0.45 V is experimentally measured to be optimal
for the hydrogen peroxide oxidation reaction described in Chapter 2.
3.4.2 Design Challenges
There are three design choices for the single WE potentiostat architecture: 1) a
grounded WE; 2) a grounded RE; or 3) a grounded CE [20,21]. The grounded WE
configuration is the most popular choice [25]. The main reason being that the architecture
is very easy to implement and fewer circuit components results in lower circuit noise. The
reason why this configuration cannot be used is because of the need for a potential
difference of +0.45 V across the WE and the RE forcing the RE potential to less than VSS.
More importantly, the electrochemical cell for the alcohol biosensor hosts multiple WEs
while the CE and the RE are shared. Current at WE1 corresponds to the redox current due
to presence of ethanol and all the species in the ISF which oxidize at +0.45 V. Current at
WE2 is the ISF background current, the majority of which is due to oxidation elements
other than ethanol in the ISF. The differential current (WE2 – WE1) accurately correlates
to the ethanol concentration in the ISF. Because of multiple WE’s, a new architecture is
needed to measure the oxidation currents independently.
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of the multi-working electrode potentiostat

Figure 3.11: Amplifiers used within the potentiostat architecture: (a) NMOS amplifier
used inside the WE control loop; (b) PMOS amplifier used inside the RE control loop.
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3.4.3 Proposed Architecture
A novel architecture, shown in Figure 3.10, was designed to measure the ethanol
and background oxidation currents. This architecture has two control loops to maintain a
constant potential of 0.675 V and 0.225 V at each of the WE’s and the RE, respectively. A
string of stacked PMOS diode connected devices was used for generating the two potentials.
The devices were sized such that the reference outputs settled quickly and their noise
contributions were low. The WE control loop amplifier was designed to be an NMOS input
amplifier, while the RE control loop amplifier was a PMOS input amplifier, as shown in
Figure 3.11. Both the amplifiers were designed to be single stage amplifiers for lower
power consumption and low noise performance. Circuit noise is the only major contributor
towards the accuracy of measuring and copying the oxidation current apart from the
mismatch between the current mirror devices. So, the transistors were sized to reduce noise
and to accurately copy the current from a range of 10-100 nA. The integrated input-referred
noise current was simulated to be 2.23 nARMS.
3.4.4 Design Challenges and Simulation Results
The main design challenge was to come up with a solution to switch between the
two WE’s while maintaining a constant potential of +0.45 V across both the WE’s and the
RE. It can be observed that, switching at the WE’s is not possible without breaking the
voltage control loop, which results in an imprecise voltage at the WE’s. A precise stable
voltage is necessary at the WE’s for chronoamperometry because the oxidizing current
needs time to settle after a stable DC voltage is applied across the WE and the RE.
Moreover, the pH sensor current must be sampled in addition to the potentiostat currents,
hence switching at the I-F converter is needed. The way in which this potentiostat
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architecture is designed eliminates the need for switching at the WE’s and ensures
independent and accurate measurement of both the WE currents while still connecting the
WE’s to their respective control loops all the time to perform chronoamperometry.
All the control loops within the potentiostats were tested for stability using the
electrode model mentioned in Chapter 2. The WE capacitance in the model varies with the
applied voltage at the WE. So, the stability of the WE control loop was checked by
sweeping the WE capacitance values from a decade lower than the expected value to a
decade higher. The WE control loop was found to be stable with phase margin greater than
92º under all load conditions. The transient response for the current output is shown in
Figure 3.12. As can be clearly seen, both the ethanol and the background currents settle.
The potentiostat design including the current mirroring branches consumed a maximum of
423 nW at 37ºC.

Figure 3.12: Transient simulation showing that the potentiostat outputs settle.
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3.5 pH sensor
3.5.1 pH of the ISF
The pH is a measure of acidity or basicity of a fluid. In other words, pH is the
measure of concentration of hydrogen ions. The pH of the solution directly affects the
redox reaction within the solution and the relationship is governed by the Nernst equation
[26]. Moreover, pH itself is a crude indicator of the ethanol content within the ISF. This
helps in validating the data obtained from the potentiostat.
In the human body, the ISF pH is very tightly regulated between 7-7.3 [27]. The
pH of the ISF fluid is as vital and as informative as the blood pH [23]. Diagnosis of major
acid-based disorders, cancers, renal failures and ischemia can be achieved through accurate
monitoring of the ISF pH [28]. This is the reason behind measuring ISF pH in addition to
the ethanol oxidation currents.
3.5.2 pH Sensor Principle of Operation
The pH sensor works by applying a fixed potential at the reference electrode and
measuring the working electrode potential [29]. When immersed in the solution, the
reference electrode potential does not change with the changing hydrogen ion
concentration, however the working electrode potential changes with pH of the solution.
The potential difference between the WE and the RE indicates the pH of the solution.
Iridium oxide (IrOx) is deposited onto the WE to achieve specificity and to improve the
sensitivity and response time [28].
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3.5.3 Proposed Architecture
The proposed architecture to measure the ISF pH variation from 7-7.3 is shown in
Figure 3.13. The corresponding potential difference between the IrOx coated WE and the
RE is experimentally measured to range from 20 mV to 64 mV. The designed circuit
converts this potential difference to a linearly correlated current ranging from 74 nA to 110
nA. Hence, the pH sensor output current correlates with the ISF’s pH. A single stage
amplifier with current starved diode connected load devices was used in open loop to
achieve a voltage gain of 5. The amplifier output voltage is then fed into the gate of the
NMOS to generate a precise current which is then copied to the I-F converter.

Figure 3.13: Schematic of pH amplifier.
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3.5.2 Challenges and Key Design Strategies
A wide output current dynamic range is necessary for this design to accurately
correlate the pH to the sensor output current. Two factors affect the dynamic range: 1) the
ratio of the NMOS current mirror device to the current starved diode connected NMOS
device; 2) the current through the diode connected NMOS. The diode connected NMOS
current needs to be low to achieve a high amplifier gain; however, this forces the current
mirror ratio to be high to achieve a wide dynamic range. So, the devices were sized to
achieve a wide enough dynamic range and high accuracy by balancing the above trade-offs.

Figure 3.14: Transient simulation showing pH output current versus input voltage.
3.5.2 Simulation Results
A transient simulation result is shown in Figure 3.14. It can be seen that the pH
sensor output current linearly correlates with the potential difference between the WE and
the RE. Simulations were also performed to test the sensor performance with process
variation. The current dynamic range remained close to 36 nA indicating that the pH
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measurement can be made even with process variation. However, calibration is needed
once the IC is fabricated and introduced into the ISF. The worst case power consumption
of the pH sensor circuit, including the current mirror branch, was simulated to be 153 nW.

3.6 I-F Converter and the Switching Digital Logic
The current to frequency (I-F) converter maps the sensor currents into a digital
frequency modulated signal. This conversion is needed for sending the sensor current data
back to the transmitter. The simple architecture of the I-F converter is preferred over the
conventional ADC to save power, area, and complexity [1]. The three sensor currents from
the potentiostats and the pH sensor need to be iteratively fed into the I-F converter to
generate a continuous digital waveform. This I-F output contains information of all the
sensor currents in a single digital waveform. The switching between the three sensor
currents is done by the switching digital logic block. The architecture is shown in Figure
3.15. It consists of two comparators, a latch, a charge pump, and an integrating capacitor.
The switching digital logic block was designed using six 2:1 multiplexers, an asynchronous
down-counter, and logic gates.
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Figure 3.15: Schematic of the I-F converter and the digital switching logic that combines
the three sensor currents.
The three sensor currents are used to charge the integration capacitor CINT using the
charge pump. The capacitance discharges though a reference current generated from the
bandgap reference circuit. The comparator common-mode voltages of 1/4 𝑉DD and
3/4 𝑉DD are generated using diode connected 2.5 V PMOS devices like those used in the
potentiostat circuit. The top plate voltage of CINT is restricted between the two reference
voltages by the comparators and the latch. The following example explains the basic
operation of the I-F converter. Fist, assume that CINT is discharged. The top comparator is
off while the bottom comparator is on and the latch is reset. The latch output switches on
M0 and the capacitance CINT is charged through one of the sensor currents. When CINT
voltage crosses 1/4 𝑉DD , the bottom comparator turns off as well and the latch maintains
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it previous state, hence the capacitance keeps charging through the sensor current. When
CINT crosses 3/4 𝑉DD , the upper comparator turns on, while the bottom comparator remains
off. This sets the latch output high and M1 turns on, while M0 turns off. CINT then discharges
through the reference current of 5 nA. CINT continues to discharge till the top plate voltage
reaches 1/4 𝑉DD . When the voltage drops below 1/4 𝑉DD , the latch resets and the charging
and discharging cycle repeats. The latch state remains unchanged till the voltage charges
up to 3/4 𝑉DD. This cycle repeats itself to generate a saw tooth waveform at the top plate
of CINT. The latch output is also the I-F output and is a rail-to-rail digital waveform with
the same period and duty cycle as the saw tooth waveform. Based on the simple capacitance
formula of 𝑄 = 𝐶𝑉, one can derive the following relationships between the sensor current
and the I-F converter output: The waveform period, T, 𝑇 =
cycle and the duty cycle, D, is 𝐷 =

𝑉DD 𝐶INT
2𝐼ref

𝑉DD 𝐶INT
2𝐼sen

due to the charging

due to the fixed reference current. Thus, the

combination of the duty cycle and the period completely contains the sensor current
information and can be extracted even if there is variation in CINT.
The I-F output is fed into the backscatter circuit and hence affects the rectifier
output voltage, thus modulating the power of the read-out circuitry. As the rectifier output
supplies the unregulated voltage to the entire circuit. Therefore, the duty cycle of the I-F
converter was chosen to be less than 10% to minimize this effect. The switching logic was
designed to switch after 4 cycles of the alcohol current, 2 cycles of the pH sensor current,
and 2 cycles of background current output in a predetermined order. This strategy allows
one to recover the measured data without any synchronization between the transmitter and
the sensor. Transient simulations showing the voltage across CINT and the I-F digital output
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are plotted in Figure 3.16. This simulation includes the entire read-out circuit (I-F converter,
the digital switching logic block, potentiostats, and the pH sensors). The I-F converter
consumes 205 nW while the digital switching block consumes an average of 306 pW.

Figure 3.16: Transient simulation showing the I-F converter output.
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Chapter 4
Implantable Wireless Power Receiver
4.1 Background and HFSS Setup
A resonant tank circuit was designed for the injectable biosensor to receive power
from the wearable PCB device. The inductor within the tank circuit was designed using the
ultra-thick top metal of the TSMC 65 GP-RF process. The inductor was designed to have
4 turns of metal track width 50 µm and a spacing of 10 µm between each track. The inductor
dimensions were determined based on finite element simulations using Ansys High
Frequency Structural Simulator (HFSS) tool.
The following design protocols were followed for simulating the wireless power
transfer (WPT) link: 1) optimum frequency of operation for transmission through human
tissue is approximately 900 MHz [15]; 2) the optimum transmitter coil has only a few turns,
typically less than 3; 3) the trace width for the transmitter is generally greater than 1 mm
to achieve high Q; 4) the receiver coil needs to be the largest value permitted by the die
area; 5) self-resonant frequencies (SRF) of the transmitter and receiver coils need to be
around 4× larger than the operating frequency; 6) the receiver coil geometry needs to be
optimized by sweeping the design parameters like trace width, spacing, and the number of
turns.
Figure 4.1 shows the HFSS setup. Layers corresponding to air, human skin,
human muscle, and ISF were defined by their respective electrical properties, to obtain
accurate simulations of the HFSS design [30]. A frequency of 900 MHz was chosen for
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the link based on the graph of Q and coupling coefficient between the transmitter and
receiver coils vs. frequency.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.1: HFSS setup showing (a) the receiver coil of 4 turns, 50 µm width, and 1.5
mm × 1 mm outer dimension, and (b) the transmitter coil of 2 cm × 2 cm

4.2 Layout Considerations
Layout of the inductive coil and the biosensor circuit was carefully designed to
maintain a high Q for the receiver coil. The inductor was designed to have the maximum
possible area by placing it just inside the IC seal ring. Inductor dummy layer was used
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around the multi-turn inductor to create a vertical trench around the inductor. This trench
disallowed filing of any other metal/poly layers below the dummy inductor layer. A silicide
blocking layer was drawn around the inductor to improve the Q. Metal slots were created
within the inductor tracks to pass the design rule check (DRC). This process reduced the Q
of the receiver coil from 15.2 to 10.

Figure 4.2: Screenshot of chip layout including the electrochemical cell, the sensor
circuits, and the receive inductor.
Moreover, all the IC blocks were designed to fit inside the inductor layout, so as
not to affect the receiver coil’s Q. Efforts were made to place the sensor circuit layouts as
far inside the inductor coils as possible. Figure 4.2 shows the final layout of the chip. After
layout, the GDS was imported back into HFSS, and re-simulated using the previously
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described setup to make sure that the inductor performance was acceptable after laying out
the sensor circuit.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
The result of this research is a biosensor which meets all the device objectives and
is tiny enough to be injected into the human body through a surgical needle. Figure 5.1
shows the biosensor against a standard one cent US coin for scale. The plan for the project
is to test the fabricated IC to validate the simulation results. Test benches need to be
developed for testing the wireless power transfer through the skin, muscle and air interface
[2]. Sensitivity of the fabricated CMOS electrochemical cell will also be tested after
fabrication. Several bond-pad connections have been made by picking out key nodes within
the architecture to quickly diagnose any irregularities observed during testing if any arise.

Figure 5.1: Photograph of biosensor relative to a United States one cent coin.

5.1 Results
Table 5.1 shows the power consumption of each of the blocks.
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Table 5.1: Power consumption of each block within the architecture
Circuit Block

Power Consumption

Bandgap Reference

67 nW

LDO

74 nW

Potentiostat

423 nW

pH sensor

153 nW

I-F Converter

205 nW

Total

931 nW

Table 5.2 shows a comparison of this work against the state-of-the-art.
Table 5.2: Comparison with the state-of-the-art.
Otis JSSC ‘12

Ahmadi
TBioCAS ‘09

Driscoll ISSC
‘09

This Work

0.13-µm CMOS

0.18-µm
CMOS

0.13-µm CMOS

65-nm CMOS

Supply

1.2 V

1.8 V

1.2 V

0.9 V

Chip size*

1 cm diameter

32 mm2

4 mm2

1.5 mm2

Power
consumption

3 µW

110 µW

110 µW

931 nW

Carrier
frequency

1.8 GHz

13.56 Mhz

900 Mhz

900 Mhz

External
components

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Read range

15 cm (Air)

4 cm (Air)

1 cm (Air), 1.5
cm (tissue)

1cm (5 mm
tissue)

Ethanol/pH
sensing

No

No

No

Yes

Process
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Having a fully integrated multi-sensor system, including electrodes and antenna is
a new milestone for miniaturization that sets the stage for exciting clinical and research
developments.

5.2 Summary
Implantable biosensors and health monitoring devices promise to make a
widespread impact on medical diagnosis and quality of life. The technologies and design
techniques developed as a part of this project, can be directly applied towards sensing of
opioids and other drugs of abuse. The wireless power and data telemetry system that is
used here can be adopted into RF-powering wearable sensors. The low power and fully
integrated circuit design techniques can be used in many implantable device applications.
Techniques for hosting multiple sensors on the same platform can also find applications in
the future research into this field.

5.3 Future Scope
I plan on working towards my long-term goal, which is to improve human health
through technological innovation. I will try to build on the techniques that I learned and
technologies that I developed during the course of this project to meet that goal. The fully
on-chip integrated framework will provide a unique tool for my future work into this
domain.
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